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Abstract

Giant electromagnetic pulses (EMP) generated during the interaction of high-power lasers with solid targets can seriously

degrade electrical measurements and equipment. EMP emission is caused by the acceleration of hot electrons inside the

target, which produce radiation across a wide band from DC to terahertz frequencies. Improved understanding and control

of EMP is vital as we enter a new era of high repetition rate, high intensity lasers (e.g. the Extreme Light Infrastructure).

We present recent data from the VULCAN laser facility that demonstrates how EMP can be readily and effectively

reduced. Characterization of the EMP was achieved using B-dot and D-dot probes that took measurements for a range

of different target and laser parameters. We demonstrate that target stalk geometry, material composition, geodesic path

length and foil surface area can all play a significant role in the reduction of EMP. A combination of electromagnetic

wave and 3D particle-in-cell simulations is used to inform our conclusions about the effects of stalk geometry on EMP,

providing an opportunity for comparison with existing charge separation models.

Keywords: high energy density physics; high-power laser related laser components; laser plasmas interaction; target design and fabrication

1. Introduction

Ongoing advances in high-power laser technology[1] have

led to renewed interest in the processes that drive electro-

magnetic pulse (EMP) generation. Control over the strength

and frequency of emission is not just essential for the

protection of expensive hardware – it could open the door to

a new generation of bespoke laser-driven B-field and radio-

frequency sources of interest to the inertial confinement

fusion, high-field and astrophysical communities[2–4].

Correspondence to: P. Bradford, Department of Physics, York Plasma
Institute, University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD, UK.
Email: philip.bradford@york.ac.uk

A number of different mechanisms have been proposed to

explain the broad spectral profile of laser-driven EMP and

they all rely upon the acceleration of hot electrons within

the target. When a sufficiently intense laser pulse (Iλ2 &
1015 W · cm−2 · µm2) interacts with a material, a portion of

its energy is resonantly and parametrically absorbed, leading

to the production of hot electrons with energies exceeding

10 keV[5]. At still higher intensity, other processes (e.g.

J × B heating) can accelerate electrons to MeV energies[6].

It is thought that these electrons contribute towards the

EMP in three key stages, starting with the emission of

THz radiation as they propagate across the target surface[7].

Although significant currents may be associated with this

THz emission, the frequency is generally too high to pose
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a threat to electronic equipment[8]. The second contribution

to the EMP is, by contrast, acutely damaging to circuitry

and lies within the GHz spectral domain. It occurs when

some of the most energetic hot electrons are ejected from the

target[9, 10], leaving behind a potential that both prevents less

energetic electrons from escaping and draws a return current

out of the chamber surroundings. As this current oscillates

across the stalk that connects the target to the chamber,

antenna radiation is emitted at radio frequencies[2]. The

third spectral component is in the MHz domain and depends

on the geometry of the interaction chamber. An expanding

cloud of charge is produced by the evaporating target, which

strikes the walls of the chamber and causes it to resonate

at its natural EM frequency[11]. EMP emission is strongest

at high laser energy, when more escaping electrons can be

produced.

Since the GHz component of the EMP is caused by a

neutralization current propagating across the target stalk, by

reducing the magnitude and duration of this current one may

hope to limit the damaging effects of EMP. In this paper,

we present new data that shows how a significant reduc-

tion in EMP can be achieved with minimal experimental

disruption. Experimental results are divided into two main

sections – one for EMP variation with laser parameters

and the other for variation with target foil and stalk/mount

characteristics. The data presented here is independent of

target thickness, of which more details can be found in the

Appendix (see Appendix A). All data used to produce the

figures in this work, along with other supporting material,

can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.15124/a5d78c76-0546-

412c-8b02-9edcb75efbb7.

2. Experimental setup

Our experiment was performed at the Vulcan Target Area

West (TAW) laser facility on the site of the Rutherford

Appleton Laboratory[12]. We used a short-pulse beamline

with 1 ps pulse duration and energies ranging from 1 to

70 J. The incidence angle of the 1030 nm p-polarized beam

was 30◦ to the target normal. The focal spot size was

fixed at 3.5 µm, with a maximum laser focal intensity of

I = 2 × 1019 W · cm−2.

Three probes were used to monitor the EMP during the

experiment. A B-dot probe and a D-dot probe were placed

behind a porthole on the East side of the chamber, 0◦

vertically from Target Chamber Centre (TCC). A second

B-dot probe was placed opposite, on the West side of the

chamber, behind a porthole 35◦ vertically from TCC. All

three probes were exposed to the air.

The B-dot probes were Prodyn B-24 detectors connected

to a BIB-100G matching box, while the D-dot was an FD-

5C model (also made by Prodyn Technologies). In an

attempt to limit the amount of EMP noise pick-up, probe

Figure 1. Schematic of target design and experimental arrangement.

measurements were passed through 35-m double-shielded

BNC cables to an oscilloscope situated outside of the target

area. The oscilloscope was a Tektronix DPO 71254C model

with a 12.5 GHz analog bandwidth, though cable parameters

restricted measurements to frequencies below ∼3 GHz.

Probe measurements were converted to EMP energy using

the procedure outlined in 2012 by Kugland et al.[13] Ignoring

frequencies above 3 GHz and below 50 MHz, we inverted

the RG223 cable attenuation and integrated the corrected

signal to yield B(t) (or D(t) in the case of the D-dot probe).

Next, we used the free-space plane wave approximation

(E ≈ cB) to estimate the instantaneous Poynting flux, S(t) =

|E × H|. The EMP energy could then be calculated via[13]

ǫEMP = Aeq

∑
S(t)1t,

where Aeq is the probe equivalent area and ǫEMP is the EMP

energy at the probe head.

The standard laser-target design consisted of a 3 mm ×

8 mm metal foil mounted on a 2.9 mm-diameter cylindrical

stalk (see Figure 1). All of the stalks were 30 mm in height

and positioned along the circumference of a rotating Al

wheel. Stalks were composed either of Cu or an acrylic resin

called VEROBLACKPLUS RGD875, which we refer to as

CH for the remainder of the paper.

Escaping electrons produced during the interaction were

detected using an electron spectrometer. It was positioned

directly in line with the laser, facing the target rear surface.

3. Laser parameters

3.1. Laser energy

Initial measurements examined the relationship between

laser energy and EMP. For this purpose, 1 ps laser pulses

were fired at 100 µm-thick Cu targets (hereafter Cu100)

on cylindrical CH stalks. In Figure 2, we show weighted

linear fits for on-target laser energies between ∼1 and 70 J

(I = 1 × 1017–1019 W · cm−2). Linearity is observed across
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Figure 2. EMP energy versus on-target laser energy for the D-dot and two

B-dot probes. The coloured lines represent linear fits for all three probes.

all three diagnostics for laser energies exceeding ∼7 J, which

suggests that EMP measurements may be a reliable measure

of laser-target coupling for a given target geometry.

3.2. Pulse duration

The dependence of EMP on laser pulse duration was probed

using standard Cu100 foils on cylindrical stalks. The pulse

duration of the laser was increased gradually to a max-

imum of 23 ps and EMP measurements were compared

with supplementary data from an electron spectrometer.

Results indicate that both EMP energy and the total number

of emitted electrons drop away for pulse lengths above

10 ps (see Figure 3). Furthermore, a peak in electron and

EMP emission was observed at approximately 2.5 ps. Laser

focal intensity ranged from 8.7 × 1017 W · cm−2 to 2.4 ×

1018 W · cm−2.

3.3. Pre-pulse delay

The variation of EMP energy with pre-pulse delay is pre-

sented in Figure 4. Since the pre-pulse and main drive

were both delivered via the same beamline, we attribute

the change in EMP to the formation of a frontal pre-

plasma[14]. The received pre-pulse energy was consistent

at ∼0.6 J, while the main beam energy fluctuated between

55 and 67 J. Standard Cu100 foils with CH stalks were

used as targets and laser focal intensity was maintained at

I ∼ 5 × 1018 W · cm−2. Figure 4 suggests that the greater the

delay between the pre-pulse and main drive, the greater the

EMP energy. This is consistent with current theoretical mod-

els of laser absorption and EMP generation. Scott et al. have

shown that laser absorption is a strong function of plasma

density and scale length[15], which are both dependent on the

Figure 3. Plot of EMP energy and total number of escaping electrons versus

laser pulse duration. The grey diamonds represent the ratio of EMP energy

to on-target laser energy, while the orange diamonds represent the ratio of

total electron number (Ne) to on-target laser energy. EMP data was taken

from the B-dot West probe.

Figure 4. EMP energy as a function of pre-pulse delay, measured by the

D-dot probe.

pre-pulse delay. The longer the delay between the pre-pulse

and main drive, the greater the pre-plasma expansion and the

greater the transfer of laser energy to hot electrons.

3.4. Defocus

The effect of laser focus on EMP energy can be seen in

Figure 5. On-target laser energy spanned a 54–64 J range

and the beam was focussed onto Cu100 foils mounted on

cylindrical CH stalks. Using a Gaussian fit to guide the eye,

peak emission appears to fall at a modest defocus, dropping

away towards zero at a distance of approximately ±300 µm

from the focal position.
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Figure 5. The ratio of EMP energy to laser energy plotted against defocus

(as measured by the D-dot East probe). The Gaussian fit is meant as a visual

aid, with a laser focal intensity of approximately 1 × 1018 W · cm−2 at the

Gaussian peak.

4. Target design parameters

4.1. Foil geometry

It has been reported in a number of publications that foil

surface area has a significant impact on charge separation

and GHz emission from the target[8, 10, 16]. Our experiment

used three different foil designs, each made from copper and

mounted on CH stalks. The standard foils were 100 µm-

thick with a 3 mm×8 mm rectangular surface. We also used

smaller ‘flag’ targets (1 mm×1 mm and 0.5 mm×0.5 mm),

as well as wire targets with 25, 50 and 100 µm diameters.

A marked reduction in EMP was seen on shots involving

the flag and wire targets, with over an order of magnitude

drop in EMP energy observed for the wire shots (Figure 6).

This is qualitatively consistent with existing theoretical and

experimental work, which indicates that EMP is strongest

for targets with a large transverse area[8, 16–18]. Larger

targets tend to build up lower positive potentials because the

potential difference caused by the ejection of hot electrons

is spread out over a wide area. As a result, more electrons

are able to escape and a bigger neutralization current is

generated[16, 17].

4.2. Stalk design and material composition

To explore how the stalk’s material composition might affect

the measured EMP, we compared Al and CH plastic stalks

with a fixed cylindrical geometry (r = 2.9 mm, height is

30 mm). We found that the EMP energy dropped by more

than 1/3 when Al stalks were substituted for plastic (see

Figure 7).

To probe the effect of stalk shape on EMP, Cu100 foils

were suspended on a variety of 3D-printed CH stalk designs.

Figure 6. EMP energy as a function of on-target laser energy for wire, flag

and standard foil designs (B-dot probe East). Laser focal intensity ranges

from 8 × 1017 W · cm−2 to 2 × 1019 W · cm−2 on these shots and we

have chosen a logarithmic y-axis to emphasize the drop in EMP. Notice how

changing the wire diameter has led to a deviation from the linear relationship

between EMP and on-target laser energy.

Figure 7. EMP energy versus on-target laser energy for a variety of

different stalk designs (B-dot probe East). Laser focal intensity is between

8×1017 W · cm−2 and 2 ×1019 W · cm−2 for these shots. Also included is

a linear fit to the standard CH cylindrical stalk data, as detailed in Figure 2.

The geometry and geodesic path length of each design are

detailed in Figure 8. We use the term geodesic path to denote

the shortest route from the base of the stalk to the bottom of

the foil travelling along the stalk surface. It is introduced as a

rough measure of stalk impedance and resistance to electrical

breakdown.

If the reader refers again to Figure 7, they will observe

that EMP was significantly reduced on shots involving the

modulated and spiral stalks. The modulated design reduced

the received signal by ∼1/3 on average, but the most

profound effects were seen when using the spiral target.

Follow-up shots with a 20 ps extended pulse confirmed that

the spiral stalk reduces EMP by a factor of ∼7 with respect
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Figure 8. The three different stalk designs: (a) standard cylindrical

geometry with a geodesic path length of 20 mm; (b) a sinusoidally

modulated stalk with the same maximum cross-section as the standard

cylinder and a path length of 30 mm; (c) spiral stalk design with an identical

diameter to (a), but a geodesic path length of 115 mm.

to the CH cylinders and over an order of magnitude with

respect to the Al.

Now that we have confirmed that the modified stalks offer

a clear advantage over conventional designs, it is important

to understand why. If the reduction in EMP was caused by

impaired charge separation in the target one would expect

to see a change in the electron distribution. We find,

however, that the number and energy of ejected electrons

do not change significantly for shots involving the spiral

and modulated stalks. Data from the electron spectrometer

(see Figures 9 and 10) shows that the energy, temperature

and number of emitted electrons scale strongly with laser

energy, but have no correlation with stalk geometry. We can

therefore be confident that the drop in EMP is caused by

a corresponding reduction in the return current through the

stalk.

The magnitude and temporal profile of this return current

were not captured by our experiment. For a foil mounted

on top of a dielectric stalk, a polarization current can pass

through the stalk body or electrical breakdown can lead

to the generation of a surface current[19]. By increasing

the geodesic path length while keeping the stalk height

constant, it is possible to increase both the impedance and

inductance of the target stalk. The benefits of this approach

are most clearly seen in the spiral signal; however, since

the cylindrical and modulated stalks have similar electro-

magnetic characteristics, differences between the two may

Figure 9. Total number of electrons recorded by the electron spectrometer

as a function of on-target laser energy. Uncertainties in on-target laser

energy are ∼10%.

Figure 10. Number of electrons with energies above 5 MeV versus on-

target laser energy. Uncertainties in on-target laser energy are ∼10%.

be a combination of several factors. In the next section,

we explore other potential explanations for the observed

reduction in EMP. The sinusoidal and spiral stalks not only

have a greater base geodesic length — their shape introduces

a shadowing effect that could make them more resistant to

photoionization, charge implantation and electrical break-

down.

5. Particle-In-Cell (PIC) and electromagnetic simula-

tions

5.1. Setup

To better understand the effects of stalk geometry on EMP

emission, self-consistent 3D PIC simulations were per-

formed alongside full-wave time-domain EM simulations[20].
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Figure 11. Side elevation of stalk designs used in 3D PIC simulations.

Transparent grey sections represent a perfect electrical conductor (PEC),

while the grey-green regions represent Teflon plastic. (a) Standard

cylindrical stalk configuration: pure Teflon and PEC models were used.

(b) Sinusoidally modulated Teflon stalk. (c) Teflon spiral stalk. (d) Half-

length Teflon and PEC stalk.

Simulated foil dimensions were fixed at 8 mm × 4.5 mm ×

0.75 mm and targets were placed at the centre of a perfectly

conducting box with Xbox = 800 mm, Zbox = 600 mm and

height Ybox = 440 mm. Descriptions of the various stalk

designs can be found in Figure 11.

Simulated particles were emitted from a circle of 1 mm

radius, centred on the foil surface. Conical electron emission

was radially uniform within an angle of 40◦ with respect

to the target normal and particle energies were uniformly

distributed between 50 and 150 keV. The total emitted charge

was restricted to 5 nC in order to maintain cone structure

and minimize space-charge effects. The electron current

was set to a maximum at the first computational step before

undergoing a Gaussian decay with an inflection time of

0.5 ns. Since we are only interested in the GHz component of

the EMP, these assumptions are suitable for picosecond-scale

laser interactions with a nanosecond-order response time.

The ejected electron current is the source of all EM fields

inside the box. Eigenmode field solutions are excited as

these electrons travel across the box interior and over the

target stalk. All electrons ejected from the target will

have reached the walls after 6 ns, at which point they can

contribute towards the current flowing across the stalk.

In a closed, perfectly conducting chamber, modal fields

excited by electron currents will have no opportunity to

decay. Simulations were therefore stopped after 25 ns, when

oscillations had achieved a steady state.

For each of the five stalk designs, the energy associ-

ated with the electric (ǫelectric =
∫ t f

0 |E|2 dt) and magnetic

(ǫmagnetic =
∫ t f

0 |H|2 dt) fields was calculated. These cal-

Figure 12. Two tables containing values of the magnetic component of the

EMP energy (ǫmagnetic) at positions P1 and P2 in the simulation box.

culations were performed at two locations: P1(−Xbox/4,

− Ybox/4, Zbox/4) and P2(Xbox/4, Ybox/4, Zbox/4).

5.2. Results and analysis

Simulation results for the magnetic energy at the two loca-

tions are contained in Figure 12. In switching from the PEC

mount to the Teflon stalk, ǫmagnetic was reduced by a factor

of 27 at P1 and a factor of 16 at P2. No advantage was found

for using the sinusoidal stalk over the dielectric cylinder

and only a modest additional reduction was found for the

spiral stalk (26% at P1 and 12% at P2). Although these

results show striking EMP attenuation when switching from

conducting to insulating stalks, they do not explain the lower

attenuation of the cylindrical dielectric stalk compared with

the sinusoidal and spiral designs. One possible explanation

involves a superficial charged layer caused by X-ray/UV

photoionization and electron/ion bombardment of the rod

surface, effectively transforming the dielectric stalk into a

conductor and reducing the low-conductance path length.

Stalks with a large low-conductance path length, such as the

spiral stalk, will be more resistant to electrical breakdown

and EMP.

To model the generation of this hypothetical charged layer,

simulations were performed using a dielectric stalk of half-

length (see Figure 11). The shorter stalk produced a much

stronger EMP than the full-size cylinder, demonstrating that

an effective decrease in geodesic path length (through pho-

toionization and/or charge implantation) may be responsible

for the relatively low EMP attenuation observed for CH

cylinders in our experiment. It also provides us with an
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explanation for the performance of the modified stalks. Both

the sinusoidal and spiral stalks have surface regions out of

direct sight of the target, protecting them from the harsh laser

plasma interaction and increasing their low-conductance

path length. Although these results are promising, it should

be remembered that our simulations do not account for

photoionization or charge implantation physics. Further

experimental work is needed before we can definitively

identify the cause of reduced EMP emission from modified

stalks.

6. Conclusion

Control and characterization of EMP emission at the

VULCAN TAW facility has been achieved through the

alteration of laser, target foil and stalk/mount characteristics.

EMP energy was found to scale linearly with applied laser

energy, but it is also sensitive to laser pre-pulse delay, pulse

duration, defocus, stalk material and target transverse area.

We have successfully reduced the measured EMP energy by

increasing the geodesic path length of the target stalk and

we have shown that a dielectric spiral design is an effective

and unobtrusive means of limiting GHz emission from the

target. 3D PIC simulations suggest that this reduction may

be due to a shadowing effect that limits photoionization and

charge implantation along the length of the stalk. A full

theoretical description of the current discharge mechanism

in these modified stalks is left to future work.
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Appendix A. Target foil thickness

Rectangular Cu foils suspended on CH cylindrical stalks

were used to gauge the impact of foil thickness on EMP

emission. A variety of thicknesses were tested between 1 and

100 µm, but we discovered no substantial correlation with

integrated EMP energy.

We also varied the thickness of polyethylene (PE) applied

to the back of Cu–PE targets, as shown in Figure 13. Fixing

the Cu thickness at 1 µm and the stalks as CH cylinders, we

increased the PE backing up to 5000 µm. Again, no clear

trend was observed.

Figure 13. The ratio of EMP energy to laser energy versus thickness of PE

backing on 1 µm Cu targets as measured by the B-dot West probe.

For target thicknesses smaller than the hot electron range,

one would expect increased target charging from electrons

exiting the target rear surface[2, 21]. Given that our results

display no such trend, it is likely the targets were too thick to

resolve this effect.
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